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Dussehra, also known as Vijayadashmi, celebrates bravery and courage and the triumph of 
good over evil. The day was celebrated to commemorate the killing of Ravana by Lord Rama. 
On the auspicious occasion of Dussehra, ITL Candyfloss celebrated the festival with great 
cheer and enthusiasm. The children captivated everyone by dressing up in colorful traditional 
attire.. They danced, rejoiced, and performed to symbolize the mighty Ravan's end. The 
students beautifully narrated the whole life of Lord Rama and even enacted a few scenes 
depicting important events from the life of Lord Rama. It was a beautiful sight to see them 
enjoy the festive spirit and understand the significance of the festival as well. 
 
RAM JANAM-The whole story of Ram Janam was beautifully weaved by our little performers. 
Characters like Maharaj Dashrath ,Maharani Kaushalya, Maharani Sumitra, Maharani Kaeekai 
alongwith 4 little Rajkumars Ram,Lakshman,Bharat and Shatrugan were depicted so gracefully 
by the kids. Children were elated by dancing on the hymns of Lord Rama’s birth. 
    SITA SWAYAMVAR-The complete  story of Sita's Swayamvar which was organised and 
announced by Maharaj Janak   was presented by the kids fabulously. They were dressed up as 
Maharaj Janak ,Rishi Vishwamitra, Ram, Lakshman,Sita, Lankapati Ravan and other kings in 
this part of the Ramayana and virtual swayamvar was so mesmerizing that it left everyone 
spellbound. 
  
  

 



 
 
 
 
 

RAM VANVAS- And the story moved further, children played the complete scene where 
clever Manthra  inflamed Maharani Kaeekai and Ram got Vanvas because Maharaj 

Dashrath was helpless due to two Vachans promised by him to Maharani Kaeekai.And 
Ram alongwith Sita and Lakshman went to Vanvas for 14 years.This enactment taught 

us the virtues of patience, empathy and adaptability. 
  SITA HARAN- How cruel Ravana abducted Mata Sita in the absence of lord Ram and 
Lakshman was showcased by the kids in this scene and enlightened us that “All that 
glitters is not gold”. Characters like Rakshas Marich as golden deer, Ravan in saint's 
attire were presented remarkably by the kids . 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
SUGREEV MILAN- Lord  Rama met Kishkindha Naresh Sugreev and his dearest Hanuman was 
showed resplendently in the scene by our evocative artists. 
   RAVANA VADH -  Do not be overcome by evil, but overcome evil with good .With  these 
fundamental thoughts ,kids learned that how a person whose actions  were wrong and who 
was not ready to leave his ego brought an end to his whole dynasty.  
And Lord Rama ushered Sita safely from Lanka alongwith Lakshman, Hanuman and whole 
Vaanar sena. 
The day was concluded by the learning outcome of Ramayana which depicts Lord Rama’s life 
.It taught us  to be dutiful and  abide by our words . It also made us understand the true 
meaning of love, devotion, courage and bravery. No matter how powerful evil is, it will always 
be defeated by good. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


